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CORRIGENDUM
Volume 75, Number 1 (1999), in Article jnth.1998.2324, ‘‘Urs, Ursim,
and Non-Urs for p-adic Functions and Polynomials,’’ by Alain Escassut,
Labib Haddad, and Robert Vidal, pages 133144: Two abstraction gaps
appeared, not in the statement of the theorems, which are correct, but
in the statement of Lemma J (p. 138) and in the proof of Theorem 1
(pp. 138141).
First, (due to an automatic correction in references), N[2] was replaced
by N[3] : actually one should read N[2] each time N[3] appears in the
paper.
Second, a factor 2 is missing before the expression N[2](r, F )&N (r, F )+
N[2](r, G)&N (r, G), both in Lemma J and in relation (13) in the proof of
Theorem 1.
These corrections produce no change in the final conclusion of Theorem 1.
Thus, Lemma J, proven in [1], should be:
Lemma J. Let F, G # M(K) be non-constant and have the same poles. Let
c1 , ..., cq be pairwise distinct elements of L with q2 and let S=[c1 , ..., cq].
We assume that |0(F )=|0(G)=|0(F $)=|0(G$)=0. Then one of the
following two cases occurs:
(i) F and G satisfy the inequality:
(3q&5)(T(r, F )+T(r, G))
 :
q
j=1 _2 \N[2] \r,
1
F&c j++N[2] \r,
1
G&c j++
+N \r, 1F&cj++N \r,
1
G&cj+&
+2(N[2](r, F )&N (r, F )+N[2](r, G)&N (r, G))
&\N S0 \r, 1F $++N S0 \r,
1
G$+++(r), (1)
where the function (r)+log r lies in B.
(ii) There exist A, B # K with A{0 such that F=AG+B and
*([c1 , ..., cq] & [Acj+B | 1 jq])2. (2)
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Relation (13) in the proof of Theorem 1 should then be
4(T(r, F )+T(r, G))(3n+7)(T(r, f )+T(r, g))
+2(N[2](r, F )&N (r, F )+N[2](r, G)&N (r, G))
+(r), with (r)+log r # B. (13)
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